
Maximizing the benefits     
of all-flash storage for    
M&E workflows

RE-INVENT YOUR
STORAGE WORKFLOWS

WITH THE 
POWER 
OF NVMe 



ADDRESSING 

MEDIA AND ENTERTAINMENT 
PERFORMANCE 
REQUIREMENTS WITH 
FLASH STORAGE 



Media and entertainment organizations are 
increasingly adopting flash-based storage 
to gain the performance required for critical 
workflows. They see opportunities to 
accelerate ingest, transcoding, rendering, 
and playout while giving editors a more 
responsive experience for working with 
multiple streams of high-resolution content.

The move to flash is well underway. In a 
recent Quantum survey of media and 
entertainment organizations, more than   
half of respondents (53%) reported they 
currently use flash—and an additional   
20% plan to implement flash for the first 
time soon.  

Flash-based storage can deliver significant 
performance improvements compared with 
traditional hard disk drives (HDDs), but until 
recently, many flash storage systems failed 
to deliver on their full potential. 
Constrained by a data access protocol 
developed for HDDs, many flash solutions 

outperformed HDDs only in narrowly 
defined use cases.

That’s changing with the introduction of 
NVMe (non-volatile memory express) flash. 
This new technology removes performance 
bottlenecks so organizations can achieve 
the full benefits of flash-based storage.

Is NVMe storage right for your 
organization? Whether you work for a 
post-production house, broadcast facility, 
animation or visual effects (VFX) studio, or 
in-house corporate video group, NVMe 
storage can help address key performance 
requirements, enhance storage resource 
usability, and improve overall storage 
economics. By identifying the best use 
cases and selecting the right NVMe 
solution, you can maximize the value         
of flash.

Organizations turn to flash to accelerate essential 
workflows and simplify infrastructure.



IDENTIFYING

WHAT IS NVMe?



NVMe helps unleash the full performance potential of 
flash-based storage media.
NVMe technology was developed to 
enhance the performance benefits of flash-
based storage. Until the introduction of 
NVMe, most flash-based storage—such as 
solid-state drives (SSDs)—used SATA or SAS 
technologies to connect storage with the rest 
of the computer system. But SATA and SAS 
were initially designed to support HDDs. As 
manufacturers developed newer, faster 
flash-based drives, these older technologies 
limited their performance.

NVMe was designed from the ground up 
specifically for flash-based storage. With 
NVMe, each CPU core communicates 
directly with storage using the high-speed 
PCIe bus instead of the slower SATA or SAS 
interface. Using PCIe, flash-based drives 
perform on par with memory instead of 
traditional HDDs.

NVMe achieves that performance in part by 
supporting many more commands per queue 
than SATA or SAS protocols. SATA and SAS 
each have single command queues, which 
can handle up to 32 and 254 commands 
respectively. By contrast, NVMe can support 
approximately 65,000 queues with 65,000 
commands per queue.

Compared with SATA and SAS, NVMe 
enables significantly faster reads. SATA 
supports approximately 50,000 random 
reads per second with SAS at 200,000. But 
NVMe can handle approximately 1 million 
random reads per second. Even with all 
those reads, NVMe keeps latency under 20 
microseconds, compared with under 500 
microseconds for SATA and SAS.

NVMe can also deliver exceptional 
throughput over a network. In internal testing, 
Quantum has found that NVMe storage can 
deliver more than 10 times the read and  
write throughput performance with a      
single client compared with NFS and SMB 
attached clients. 

WHAT IS NON-VOLATILE 
MEMORY (NVM)?
Flash-based storage is 
considered non-volatile because 
it retains data even after the host 
system is powered down. By 
comparison, random-access 
memory (RAM) is volatile—data 
held in a computer’s RAM is lost 
when the computer is turned off.



What do all these performance metrics mean 
for your media workflow? Your team can 
complete important tasks faster—including 
ingesting source material, editing multi-
stream content, transcoding media, 
rendering animation, playing out media, and 
generating masters.

NVMe storage solutions offer notable 
performance improvements compared with 
previous-generation flash solutions—and 
huge improvements over HDD storage 
arrays. But most media and entertainment 
organizations still need to identify the best 
scenarios for using NVMe solutions instead 
of storage arrays that employ more 
economical HDDs.



POST-PRODUCTION:

PROVIDING A RESPONSIVE 
EXPERIENCE FOR 
MULTI-STREAM EDITING



Many post-production houses are 
experiencing exponential growth in video 
content. Content producers are using 
more cameras and shooting more footage. 
As a result, post-production teams must 
ingest large volumes of data and work 
with multiple video streams as they edit,  
correct color, apply effects, and complete 
other tasks. 

Much of that content is shot in 4K, 6K, or 
higher resolutions, often at high frame 
rates, such as 60 frames per second. 
Many clients then require post-production 
teams to work in higher-resolution digital 
intermediates than in the past. Whether the 
end goal is producing a social media ad 
or a blockbuster film, using these formats 
during post production helps deliver high-
quality results. But high-resolution formats 
also present storage challenges for post-
production teams who now need to work 
with very large files.

In addition to requiring greater capacity, 
high-resolution workflows demand high-
performance storage. Editors need 

sufficient performance to work with 
multiple streams of content without 
productivity-killing lag. 

NVMe storage can help provide the 
robust performance your post-production 
team needs for high-resolution media. 
With NVMe storage, editors can easily 
work on two or four streams of 4K video, 
which might require 8 GB/sec or better 
performance. Additionally, NVMe enables 
you to avoid overprovisioning the storage 
infrastructure to achieve the necessary 
throughput, thereby further reducing 
operational costs.  

With an NVMe storage solution, your 
organization can provide that level of 
performance for multiple editors—in multiple 
rooms—using just one storage volume. You 
can reduce setup time and some of the cost 
of buying and managing distinct systems for 
multiple editing suites. 

Some midlevel facilities—offering color 
correction, editing, and some visual 
effects—might be able to support their 
entire post-production workflow on NVMe 

storage. Larger facilities, which process 
more content, would likely benefit from 
using NVMe storage as part of a multi-tier 
environment. A multi-tier environment can 
help you take advantage of NVMe while 
controlling overall costs by using a limited 
amount of NVMe storage alongside more 
economical storage technologies.

NVMe storage enables editors to work with multiple streams 
of high-resolution media in real time without lag.



ANIMATION AND VFX:

TAPPING INTO HIGH 
PERFORMANCE FOR CRAFTING 
STUNNING VISUALS



Demand for lifelike CGI animation and jaw-
dropping VFX is growing rapidly. For films, 
TV commercials, and video games, today’s 
producers and directors see animation 
and VFX as vital elements for generating 
exciting action sequences, creating new 
worlds, and keeping audiences engaged. 
As a result, they are incorporating more 
animation and more effects shots into a 
wider array of projects.

Much of the work of animation and VFX 
artists is done at high resolution. Working 
with high-resolution media can yield better 
visual results while also enabling easier—
and smoother—integration with high-
resolution films, shows, and games. 

But increasing demand for high-resolution 
animation and VFX has produced new 
technical challenges for creative studios. 
Beyond equipping artists with powerful 
workstations, studios must provide teams 
with high-performance storage systems. 
These systems need to deliver the 
performance for supporting multiple users 

working on large, high-resolution files.   
And these systems must enable high-
speed playout.

NVMe storage can support these rigorous 
storage performance needs of animation 
and VFX studios. With NVMe storage, your 
studio can create a responsive experience 
for teams of animators and VFX artists as 
they work with large, high-resolution files.

With the ability to deliver very high 
throughput and low latency, NVMe storage 
is also ideal for supporting huge render 
farms with hundreds or thousands of 
nodes. You could use NVMe storage 
to support around-the-clock rendering, 
writing these results to a pool of NVMe 
without worrying about any contention 
between CPU and storage. Finally, you 
could use automated tiering capabilities 
to later push renders to a lower, more 
economical tier of storage.

NVMe storage delivers the exceptional performance required 
for rendering and playout.



ACCELERATING INGEST, 
TRANSCODING, EDITING, 
AND PLAYOUT

BROADCAST:



Broadcast production continues to evolve 
rapidly. With the shift toward all-digital 
workflows, facilities are receiving more 
content, from more sources, in a wider 
variety of formats than ever before. Your 
facility needs to ingest and transcode 
material before beginning critical post-
production tasks, such as editing and  
color grading.

Your facility must then deliver content 
in multiple formats to support several 
distribution platforms, from broadcast 
TV to social media. And whether you are 
producing news programs, live sporting 
events, or other programming, you 
must successfully address all of these 
challenges while facing accelerated 
timelines and shrinking budgets.

This changing landscape might require you 
to reevaluate your storage infrastructure. 
In particular, you need strong storage 
performance to speed ingest of high-
resolution content captured by multiple 
cameras. Then you need the performance 
to rapidly transcode content into the 

appropriate format for post-production 
work. Editing, localization, formatting, 
adding graphics, producing promos, and 
other tasks require swift access to HD and 
4K files. Finally, you need the performance 
to quickly output content in a variety of 
formats, optimized for everything from 
smartphones and laptops to 4K TV screens 
and jumbo displays in sports venues.

NVMe storage can support multiple phases 
of broadcast workflows. For example, 
your facility could use high-performance 
NVMe storage to ingest live content from 
numerous cameras. Editors could then start 
working on content using the same NVMe 
storage environment, or they could render 
material to another NVMe pool. With 
NVMe, your team could conduct editing, 
color grading, and other tasks in real time, 
helping you meet your tight deadlines.

NVMe storage enables broadcast facilities to speed content 
preparation and post-production to meet tight deadlines.



CORPORATE VIDEO:

ENABLING SIMULTANEOUS 
MULTI-STREAM PLAYOUT



NVMe storage provides the high-performance 
throughput for presenting multiple streams of   
high-resolution video.

Many corporations are assembling in-house 
video production teams to respond quickly 
and cost-effectively to rising demand for 
high-quality video content. Your team might 
be tasked with producing videos to drive 
marketing campaigns, support employee 
training, maintain regulatory compliance,   
and more.

A growing number of these projects use 4K 
and higher-resolution formats. Even when 
you are delivering SD or HD final assets, 
working in 4K generates better results and 
improves the odds that content can be 
reused in the future.

Unfortunately for many in-house video 
teams, the existing IT infrastructure used by 
corporations cannot always meet the 
performance requirements for their video 
workflows. To be responsive to project 
requests, your in-house video team must 
ingest newly recorded media quickly. Editors 
then need sufficient performance to work 
with multiple streams of high-resolution 

content. Whether working in HD or 4K, team 
members need performance for a variety of 
post-production tasks, such as grading color, 
adding titles, and incorporating effects.

For corporate video teams, NVMe storage 
can be particularly helpful for multi-stream 
playback. You might need to deliver multiple 
streams of promotional videos or play back 
multiple training session videos 
simultaneously, requiring storage 
performance of 8–10 GB/second at any 
given time. A pool of high-performance 
NVMe will let you present those streams 
without lags or other issues.



CREATING A MORE 
COST-EFFECTIVE, 
HIGH-PERFORMANCE 
STORAGE ARCHITECTURE 
WITH NVMe



Achieve Fibre-like latency in the cost envelope 
of Ethernet. 
The cost of flash-based storage has forced 
some organizations to limit flash investments 
or restrict flash implementations to very 
narrow use cases. Yet NVMe storage offers 
an important opportunity to capitalize on the 
performance benefits of flash while 
controlling costs.

IMPLEMENT COST-EFFECTIVE 
NETWORKING
In the past, using flash for networked  
storage was partially cost prohibitive 
because organizations used high-
performance Fibre Channel connectivity. 
Networking is typically the second largest 
expense after storage media—and Fibre 
Channel networking can be three to four 
times more expensive than Ethernet.

With NVMe, your organization can attain 
Fibre Channel–level performance using 
much more cost-effective Ethernet 
technology. Ethernet technology lets you 
save money not only on equipment but also 
on management, since Ethernet 
management does not require the 
specialized skills of Fibre Channel 
management. Depending on the size of your 

organization, you could save tens or 
hundreds of thousands of dollars on 
networking by using Ethernet instead of 
Fibre Channel.

Those savings can offset your investment in 
NVMe storage. In the end, you might be able 
to keep your total budget flat while 
increasing total aggregate performance to 
your clients.  

AVOID THE NEED TO OVERPROVISION 
STORAGE CAPACITY TO ACHIEVE 
REQUIRED PERFORMANCE 
It is fairly common practice for organizations 
to use HDD overprovisioning to help improve 
performance. Setting aside a percentage of a 
drive’s capacity can help ensure some 
blocks are immediately available for writes 
while also giving the controller space for data 
traffic management and maintenance 
functions. For organizations building storage 
solutions on this premise, overprovisioning 
meant they were required to buy more 
capacity than they actually were able to 
use—leading to excessive infrastructure and 
data center operational costs.

The latest NVMe storage solutions eliminate 
the need for overprovisioning to achieve 
stellar performance. As a result, you can save 
money by purchasing fewer drives. And you 
can gain back racks of data center space, 
reducing operational overhead. 



MAXIMIZE NVMe POTENTIAL THROUGH 
TIGHT INTEGRATION WITH A MODERN 
FILE SYSTEM
The engine that drives any advanced 
hardware platform to its fullest potential is 
software. By implementing NVMe storage 
with a modern file system and data 
management platform, you can create a 
multi-tier storage environment with a 
single, global namespace. You purchase 
only the amount of NVMe storage you 
need for particular tasks while taking 
advantage of more cost-effective storage—
including disk-based arrays, tape libraries, 
and cloud storage—for functions that don’t 
require the same level of performance. 
And as final added benefits, a modern file 
system increases parallel I/O and     
reduces overhead. 



MAXIMIZE YOUR NVMe 
ALL-FLASH PERFORMANCE 
WITHOUT COMPROMISE: 
QUANTUM F-SERIES



Built on 100% NVMe storage, the Quantum F-Series helps 
you achieve new levels of performance while improving 
storage economics and streamlining operations. 
Quantum F-Series storage can help your 
organization maximize flash performance for 
key elements of your media and 
entertainment workflows. Your team can 
work effortlessly with uncompressed 8K 
content, enable playout to multiple digital 
intermediates from a single volume, and 
support massive render farms of more than 
1,000 nodes without data contention.

The F-Series also changes the economics  
of flash storage. With NVMe technology,  
the F-Series lets you unlock the power of  
100 GbE networking. You can achieve 
ultra-low Fibre Channel–like latency within 
the cost envelope of Ethernet infrastructure. 

In addition, the F-Series is able to offer 
extremely high levels of performance in a 
dense form factor. As a result, your 
organization no longer needs to overprovision 
your storage to achieve the performance 
required by certain applications.  

The F-Series is powered by Quantum 
StorNext®—the leading file system for media 
and entertainment. StorNext creates a 
software-defined hyperconverged 
environment that gives you the flexibility to 
reconfigure your storage so you can 
accommodate changing needs without 
having to expand your storage footprint. 

StorNext also provides easy access to 
content and facilitates highly collaborative 
workflows. By providing a single, global 
namespace for the storage environment, 
StorNext enables all of your team members 
to quickly access all storage tiers—from 
flash-based storage to object storage and a 
digital tape archive. Your team members can 
access content no matter what types of 
workstations, operating systems, and 
applications they are using.

QUANTUM F-SERIES AT A GLANCE

Lightning-fast performance
Tested performance of up to 55 GB/s       
multi-client read throughput, extremely 
low-latency, and hundreds of thousands        
of IOPs per system

Advanced all-flash storage architecture
100% NVMe storage media accessed by      
up to 32 parallel PCIe lanes    

Enables migration of demanding workflows 
to lower-cost infrastructure
Fibre-like latency in the cost tier of NAS     
with 100 GbE networking 

Accelerated productivity while downsizing 
data center footprint
No more overprovisioning of HDDs to   
achieve performance requirements

Fully integrated with the #1 file system for 
video content
Powered by StorNext to deliver exceptional 
end-to-end storage capabilities, 
management, and functionality
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ABOUT QUANTUM
Quantum technology, software, and services provide the solutions that today’s organizations need to make video and other unstructured data smarter – so their data works for them and not the other way around. With over 40 years of innovation, Quantum’s end-
to-end platform is uniquely equipped to orchestrate, protect, and enrich data across its lifecycle, providing enhanced intelligence and actionable insights. Leading organizations in cloud services, entertainment, government, research, education, transportation, 
and enterprise IT trust Quantum to bring their data to life, because data makes life better, safer, and smarter. Quantum is listed on Nasdaq (QMCO) and the Russell 2000® Index. For more information visit www.quantum.com.
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Ready to Learn More? 
NVMe storage offers tremendous opportunities for media and entertainment organizations that need to boost performance for essential workflows. With 
Quantum F-Series storage powered by StorNext, your organization can capitalize on the impressive performance advantages of NVMe for your workflows 
while facilitating collaboration, minimizing your infrastructure footprint, and controlling costs.

Discover how Quantum F-Series storage can help you achieve maximum flash performance without compromise for your media workflows.

Visit: www.quantum.com/f-series
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